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Saturday, July 24. 

The big stir this morning, before the tax meeting, was a reaction to a Beecher story in The New 

York Times yesterday that was based on a leaked memo regarding SALT. The President had 

called Ehrlichman early this morning to really stir things up, told him to line up everybody who 

had access to the memo and get them polygraphed before the weekend was out. Cancel all their 

tennis games and trips to Bermuda, and order them all back in, line them up and run them 

through the lie detector. He also got into quite a stir about some Porter leak that Henry 

mentioned to him––or a leak about Porter's appointment to Paris––but in checking out, I found 

that wasn't really a valid one to be stirred up about. We brought Bud Krogh in on the whole thing 

and, after some discussion, managed to simmer it down, because it turns out that Defense has a 

prime suspect on the case, and will move on him and then widen it as necessary, rather than 

going on a broad side attack. Poor Al Haig was practically beside himself, afraid we were going 

to go ahead on the original basis. And apparently they had some real flaps in Defense in the old 

days about lie detectors, and Haig was determined to try and save us from a repetition. 

President’s also pushing for getting some more leaks out to Chicago Trib, and so on, rather than 

worrying about the building of legal cases. He’s pushing hard to use the polygraph ruthlessly, 

also to set up a system so that everybody who has access to the secret documents, sign an 

agreement ahead of time that they will take a polygraph test. He wants to move immediately on 

this with State and Defense and NSC. Go to all the people and make the point that if any 

document which has been in my possession is leaked, I agree to take a polygraph test as a 

condition of my clearance. So we got some stuff stirred that way. 

We got into quite a continuing Kissinger-Ehlichman flap, starting yesterday at the staff meeting 

when Shultz and Ehrlichman jumped on me, because Henry wasn't available for the Defense 

section of the budget meeting and was causing them to shift all their plans around, etcetera. So I 

asked Henry to come in and join us. Ehrlichman then jumped on him pretty hard, on not only 

that, but also the intelligence thing and the international drug problem, and the fact that Henry 
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piles stuff up and is not available to sign off on it himself and won't let anyone else sign off on it. 

Ehrlichman says that since we have this logjam, there's nothing he can do but go around Henry 

to the other people. At this point, Henry blew and said as long as he's here, nobody's going to go 

around him, and he is not going to permit anybody to sign off for him on these things. 

Ehrlichman got a little more rough on him, and that resulted in Henry saying Ehrlichman 

couldn't talk to him that way, and getting up and stalking out of the meeting. I tried to stop him 

on the basis that walking out wasn't going to accomplish anything either, but it was too late for 

that. 

I talked to Henry, later in the day yesterday, and told him I felt both he and John had been 

wrong, and that we did have to work this out. He didn't back off very much. Again this morning, 

we got into it a little, but Henry's now on his way to Paris for another one of the secret meetings, 

so there isn't much opportunity to get it worked out now. In any event, at the budget meeting 

yesterday, the President jumped all over Henry on the Defense budget, as will be shown in my 

notes a little later when I get tomorrow mornings notes included in here-- or yesterday morning's 

notes included in here. But the problem still exists. I think a chunk of it, from Ehrlichman's 

viewpoint at least, results from irritation on his part towards Henry for being knocked off the 

China trip, which John feels is completely unreasonable. 

Then we started the tax meeting this morning. Pete Flanigan made the main presentation. He 

reviewed first the value-added tax in some detail, making the point that it will take at least a year, 

maybe 18 months, for this to become effective. We could probably announce within six months 

and impose it in a year, if Congress OK'd it immediately. Then he got into the area of tax 

initiatives to accomplish social purposes. First of these being property tax relief: the problem 

being it's regressive, and it's high and the levels are rising. We could do this by additional federal 

support tied to property tax reduction, such as education, where we could change the revenue 

sharing formula, or by tax credit. A second initiative would be to liberalize child care expenses 

and encourage working mothers. The President was strongly opposed to this. The third would be 

relief for tuition costs, making the point that we could provide either a deduction or a credit. 
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Specific proposal was a $200 credit which would cost $2.5 billion, but about 8 million people 

would benefit from it. Fourth, was to adjust the payroll tax on the lower middle income, that is 

the Social Security tax. It's now very regressive, especially on the blue collars. 

The third area of general discussion was simplification of the personal income tax, and this is 

the––where the radical changes were, other than value-added. The proposal would be to 

eliminate capital gains, eliminate deductions, raise exemptions, and lower the tax rate from the 

range of 14-70 percent now, down to 12-35 percent. This would be quite earthshaking, but would 

accomplish a lot of things. The fourth general area were tax changes to stimulate the economy, 

such as in depreciation, R&D and acceleration of reductions. 

After Flanigan's review, the President charged into the thing, saying the only way a value-added 

tax will have any salability is if it has a result of overall reducing taxes. He then said you've got 

to get new people in the Treasury Department; everybody you've got there now is opposed to any 

change. We either have to make a massive move, or none at all. The Mickey Mouse stuff won't 

work. The only one of the things you've talked about with any political moxie is the deduction or 

credit for education, and that even can be a mixed bag. What we need to do is think in terms of 

very gre-- a very great shift in the whole approach. We need to move in a dramatic way, 

substituting value-added for income tax and property tax. On that basis we'd have some chance 

to make it sail. 

What we need is a revolutionary change in the old tax, such as a 20 percent value-added tax. 

Really go all out. The problem with the Flanigan presentation is that you're thinking of what's 

possible, but the next Congress isn't going to do anything anyway; so instead, we should make 

the issue, rather than just being totally responsible. At the present time, we've got to direct what 

we do towards people. We should try to do something that will evoke the reaction of: thank God, 

they're thinking big: something bold, something new. We don't want to do any more half-assed 

tinkering with the tax system. We should start with the proposition that the present tax system is 

lousy. Now start out from scratch with something new. Connally then jumped in to make the 
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point that what we had presented was-- is revolutionary, and he agrees that the only way to sell a 

new tax is to reduce the old one, that we need now to get a feel of the President's overall 

objectives. 

So the President went into it and said, look at the value-added tax, for instance. The things that 

we ought to modify, if we're going to put in a value-added tax, are first, to get at the property tax 

reduction in terms of property tax on homes. Second, look for things to goose up the economy, 

such as an investment tax credit. We need something with a payoff soon, not a long-term payoff. 

Problem with the R&D proposal, for instance, is that there's no immediate payout. Third, we 

need to help specific industries, but those with a broad effect, the railroads, and so forth: the 

excise tax on autos, if it will produce a price reduction. Forget about the telephone excise tax, 

because removing it won't do any good. Forget about daycare centers. Fourth, consider the 

tuition question. The real crunch here is the primary school, not the colleges. Primary and 

secondary. Don't worry about the Social Security tax. 

Connally suggested that we work on the plan to tax dividend income only once to encourage 

more private investment, and that was favorably considered. Speeding up depreciation appeals to 

the President; he thinks that's better than the investment tax credit. President then said that 

priorities are: first, what affects the economy; and second, the credits, and so forth, that people 

can understand and that will be felt to be of great value to those concerned. Leave out the 

complicated ones and the ones that don't help our constituents. Connally then made the point that 

we have to start selling the concept that this nation can't exist with the cost of government over 

35 percent, and we're almost to that point now. The meeting adjourned on that note, and 

President left shortly thereafter for Camp David, where we spent the night, and I had no further 

contact with him. 

End of July 24. 


